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Seniors Reeling After Carousel

In place of the traditional Senior Ball, there was a theatre party on May 29. The Seniors saw in the current Theatre Guild production, starring Jan Clayton and John Raitt. Since the popularity of the songs by Rodgers and Hammerstein is steadily increasing, the possible Guild production, "Carousel," was seen in the current Theatre Guild production. Seniors saw in the current Theatre Guild production, "Carousel," at their Senior Ball, held on May 29. Bigelow falls in Jove and Seniors Reeling After Carousel, at the Theatre Guild production, "Carousel," was seen in the current Theatre Guild production. Seniors saw in the current Theatre Guild production, "Carousel," at their Senior Ball, held on May 29.

College Holds Yearbook Day

The Senior Yearbook of 1945 was distributed in the gymnasium during the fourth hour on Tuesday, June 5. The second annual Senior Album was produced by the students. Instead of the traditional Senior Breakfast this year, a Senior Supper will be held at the KRAFT Homestead in East Orange on June 12. Among the guests present will be Mrs. Dougall, Mr. and Mrs. Whitehead, and Miss Snyder. Senior Class advisor, Entertainments will be provided by the members of the Senior Class. On June 13, Dr. and Mrs. Dougall will preside at a Tea in their home in Summit, New Jersey.

Imre Kovacs, Noted Lecturer, To Be Commencement Guest

Commencement at the college will be held on June 15. The traditional Academic Procession will open the ceremonies. Rev. Cheverton E. Hodgson from the Centenary M.E. Church in Newark will offer the invocation. Ruth Rudolph at the organ and Marion Butler at the piano will play a duet. Their selection will be "Symphonic Poem of Finlandia" by Jean Sibelius. Immediately following the duet, Irme Kovacs, the guest speaker, will address the audience on "The Challenge of Being an American." Expresses Democratic Theme

Imre Kovacs is an eminent platform lecturer. Mr. Kovacs is now devoting his entire energies and talents to spreading the message of democracy. He has addressed over a million people during the past four years, including an audience of twenty-five thousand at Madison Square Garden. The birth place of Imre Kovacs is Panasova, Hungary, on the banks of the Danube. Even though he received his formal education in Europe and did not enter the United States until manhood, he speaks English fluently and is a master of six other languages. In America he completed his training at Yale Graduate School and the Juilliard School of Music. He did not remain in the country long, but traveled throughout many European courts, studying the social and economic conditions prevalent. He also served as the National Chairman of the American-Hungarian Democratic (Continued on Page Three)

New Education Head Named

Eugene G. Wilkins, who has been appointed to fill the position of Director of Student Teaching at the College, has been named the new head of the Department of Education. Dr. Wilkins has had a vast amount of educational experience. Following his graduation at the University of Texas State Teachers College at Denton, he continued his professional education at Columbia University. At present, Dr. Wilkins is principal of the Short Hills and Glenwood Schools in Millburn, New Jersey. Before coming to Millburn in 1932 he had taught numerous courses in the schools of Texas, New Jersey, and New York. He also served as principal of the High School of the American School Foundation in Mexico City.

Activities concerned with education in this state are of major interest to Dr. Wilkins. He is a member of the Research Committee of the State Teachers Association, the New Jersey Council of Education, and the New Jersey Schoolmasters' Club. He is chairman of the New Jersey Elementary Principals Association's Public Relations Committee.

In addition to his activities, Dr. Wilkins participates in local civic functions. He is also the author of a forthcoming book, "Public School Teaching in Texas."

College Gives Food for Russia

The Essex County Committee of the Russian War Relief proclaimed May 1 to May 31 as Food for Russian Children Month. The college supported this drive with many articles donated by the student body. The foods that were contributed were necessarily limited to the following kinds: canned baby foods, evaporated milk, unbottled cocoa, and canned vegetables.

Students of the college willingly contributed, placing their various donations in designated卡通. Especially significant is the fact that the children attending the demonstration kindergarten at the college have contributed very generously to the drive. In addition, the children have donated ninety cans of baby food, nineteen cans of evaporated milk, twelve packages of unbottled cocoa, and eight cans of cocoa. Newark newspapers have carried write-ups about their cooperation in this campaign.

Prominent Speaker Addresses College

Yashikan P. Thomas spoke to the college assembly on May 25. As a native of India, Dr. Thomas discussed India's people, her government and her economic status. He emphasized the fact that we are in reality one world no matter how different the cultures may be. Dr. Thomas has received degrees from various universities, among which are the Harvard University and Princeton Theological Seminary.

His surnames, Thomas, has an interesting origin. When the first Christian missionary taught in India, the people of the community were so aroused by the teachings of his faith that they all adopted his surname, Thomas.

HEAD OF MUSIC DEPARTMENT RETIRES FROM NEWARK STATE

Frances S. Dunning, Head of the Department of Music, will retire from her position at the college this June. Her interest in music as a career became manifested when she attended State Normal School at Trenton, New Jersey. She continued her professional education in Massachusetts at the Northampton School of Music Pedagogy and the American country long, but traveled meanwhile, also has taken courses at Columbia University and New York University.

Baccalaureate Service Ready

This year's Baccalaureate Service will be held in the college auditorium on Sunday, June 19, 1945, at 4:30 o'clock. The program is as follows:

Invocation. ..... Chaplain Karl Justus, Head of Student Organization Committee. In addition, she is a member of the Metropolitan Opera Guild, Griffith Music Foundation, Lyric Women's Chorus in Newark, and the In and About Club of New York City. She is also chairman of the Teachers Training Committee of the Department of Music at the New Jersey State Teachers Association. However, her interest in musical activities will not end with her retirement. Miss Dunning's future plans include spending the next few months at her home in Sussex, vacationing in Florida, and traveling once again in the post-war world.

Baccalaureate Service Ready

This year's Baccalaureate Service will be held in the college auditorium on Sunday, June 19, 1945, at 4:30 o'clock. The program is as follows: Good Luck, Seniors!
Support the Seventh

The Seventh War Loan Drive is now in progress and will continue until June 30. Here is an opportunity for every American to express his gratitude for the successful conclusion of the war in Europe. The fighting is over, yes, but the cost has yet to be met. Too, there is the continuation of the struggle against Japan. With each new day, the cost in human lives and material steadily rises. It will continue to do so until we can bring the war in the Pacific to an end.

Certainly there is no better way to show our thankfulness for the peace that has come in at least one portion of this war-torn world than by supporting the war bond drive generously. It is such a very small thing to ask in the light of so great an accomplishment.

Recently, upon the request of President Harry S. Truman, we observed a day of prayer and thanksgiving for our victory in Europe. But prayer, you and I know, must be supplemented by work and the continuous buying of war bonds. When we buy war bonds, we are not only helping ourselves but we are backing our government in the gigantic task that lies ahead. When we buy war bonds, we are informing Japan that the American people intend to see this war through to a successful termination. When we buy war bonds, we are bringing our loved ones nearer home.

The quota for the Seventh War Loan Drive is $14,000,000,000. It must be met. The defeat of Germany should be an inspiration to every American to do his utmost to make this Seventh War Loan Drive the greatest ever. It can be done. If we are sincere in our enthusiasm for the newly acquired peace in Europe, we will not pass up this opportunity to bring peace in the Pacific a little closer.

You Have Your Chance

The opportunity for every member of the student body to offer constructive criticisms for the general improvement of the college has been afforded us by the suggestion box. The success, influence, and effect of such suggestions depend entirely upon us, the students. We have proved in previous functions that we could work together harmoniously. Surely we can continue to do so.

Vacationing Time Promises Gaiety, Sunshine and Work

Here we are once again at the close of a semester and looking forward to a few months of rest, relaxation and a different type of work. With a sigh of relief, we’ve packed away our books, put the papers away or thrown them into the darkest corner of the attic to collect dust for the next three months. It is only at this time of the year that such tedious task of cleaning lockers that we realize Fibber McGee’s cluttered closet looks fairly tidy in comparison with our lockers. It’s really very interesting to observe all the things that are collected and jammed into that locker. Inventory proves a fascinating attraction and we begin to seriously consider becoming traveling salesmen, but we reluctantly abandon the idea remembering that O.D.T. poster asking, “Is that trip necessary?”

If you’re a creative type of person the O.D.B. is the place for you. Anyhow, it’s the one place where you can be sure to keep up with latest news of your friends. Here’s where your white collar gals will find your niche and probably hirerate you.

On the other hand, perhaps you’re that healthy woman-Atlas type, so now’s your chance to buy into your hiking clothes and head out into God’s country to enjoy the “boids,” beer, and poison ivy. It’s so pleasant not to have to worry about having a good excuse at school for over-sleeping; here at camp you can sleep late at the crack of dawn and by breakfast you’ve already had your bikini little five mile walk and had stopped limps for the fire. It’s a very healthful atmosphere, indeed, and after a while you’ll hardly even notice those mosquito bites which have dwindled down to egg size. By September you’ll be feeling very strong enough to carry that thick sociology book without gasping for breath.

Then, too, we can’t overlook you gals who are South (Jersey) bound as soon as old Sol starts to apply some heat. You’ll gain fame and glory while working at the boardwalk concessions as “Miss Methuselah Soda Jerk of ’45.” You’ll perfect the art of scooping out ice cream for double-dip cones in record breaking time. Ah, yes, there’s nothing like life or should I say singe, for that ease of summer is inevitably a part of your life.

So here’s to a pleasant vacation job and be thankful that September isn’t too far off.

Strive, Wait and Pray

Strive; yet I do promise
The prize you dream of today
Will not fade when you think to grasp it,
And neither will your hand away
But another and holier treasure.
You would now perchance disdain,
Will come when your teacher remonstrating
That O.D.T. poster asking, “Is that trip necessary?”

And shadow upon its brow;
Yet, far through the misty future,
With a crown of starry light,
An hour of joyful happiness
Is not withering her silent flight.

Pray: though the gift you ask for
May never comfort your fears—
May never repay your pleading—
Yet pray that grace will come to you.

An answer, not that you long for,
But spasm of turning "professional" on us. I
And shadow upon its brow;
Yet, far through the misty future,
With a crown of starry light,
An hour of joyful happiness
Is not withering her silent flight.

The Best Man Is No Hero

To His Own Tale

Dear Josephine,

For some time, I’ve been violating every rule of good journalism but I am going astray for a good cause. The doctrine that when you write a newspaper you cultivate the art of becoming anonymous has been preached to me for years, but, I’m not a very able journalist, I believe in blowing the horn of any one who gives me a place where I can get a pair of shoes in the G. I. store. In other words, I’m here to tell about the gal who runs this program.

Please, don’t cringe and don’t try to hide. You’re in for a bit of publicity and there’s nothing that you can do to stop me. I want to tell the student body of the service that you’ve never seen them. I don’t, you don’t want me to, tell about the long and toilome

(Continued on Page 3)

Time to Smile

Book Salesman: “This English Text will do half your English for you.

Student: “Good; I’ll take two.”

—Maroon, Johnson City.

Every man a hero but the ice man has his pick.

—Ball State News, Muncie, Ind.

“College-Bred"

The flour of the country Educated in the (7)est

Teacher: “Quiet! We’ll have the other kind this time.

—The Classical Recorder.

Little drop of need

—The Broadway, Chicago, Ill.

“Is there anything you fancy to eat before the execution?” asked the warden.

“Meat Ball” or “Miss Soda Jerk of ’45.” You’ll perfect the art of

—Central Key, Battle Creek, Mich.

“CPO: “How did you break your arm?”

Boot: “I threw a cigarette in a manhole and stepped on it.”

—The Bull Horn.

Well, it has finally come! After ten months of anxious and impatient waiting, June has finally arrived. Can you believe it? Woolen skirts and heavy sweaters have become things of the past and in their stead we have with us once more, broomstick skirts and gay peasant blouses. You’ll have to excuse me, Bill, if I go poetic on you and suddenly start to spout verse but I must confess that I’m a devout sun worshipper.

The only blot on our horizon now, is the absence of the juniors. I’m sorry that they can’t be here to appreciate the beauties of our sunken garden. But, I will admit that it’s pleasant not to have to dash down to the cafeteria to grab a table, and it’s delightful not to have to wait in line for a chance at the red lounging chairs in the Tudor Room. I did get a good laugh every time I heard a junior planning what she would do when she becomes a senior. I’m afraid though that we will live through their absence.

The seniors are in a dither. Graduation this year is to be June 15. The seniors are really funny. All you can hear whenever you get within earshot of them is, “Who am I going to give a ticket for graduation to Jim, Mil and Mac are all home.” They have their problems. Baccalaureate Service, senior dinner and a theatre party have all been planned. In fact, the senior theatre party is now a thing of the past with many chucks serving as the only reminders. In all fairness, though, I must admit that we’ll miss them even or rather in spite of their superior graces and their sudden spasms of turning “professional” on us. I will say that they’re a grand group of gals, and we will be sorry to see them go.

The Pageant, too, is a thing of the past. It was a huge success as you said it would be. The costumes, singing and scenery were all excellent. The best part of the entire undertaking was the wonderful teamwork that was accomplished; without all of the cooperation it never would have been. Really, Bill, it turned out that everyone participated in it. For the scatty-eighth conserve time we’re proud of the faculty as well as the students.

Remember what I said in my last letter about Cupid taking possession of many of our seniors? Well, young Eros, caught an -awful junior and he’s turning her around. Graduation next June to walk down the aisle to receive their diplomas.

A kiss takes two people. Two people are a pair. Pears grow on trees. “Trees” is sung by a tenor.

—Fiedela.

June 8, 1945
Expose' Reveals College Horrors

This issue of The Reflector has found us in a very confidential mood. We've told of the hidden characters of our editor, and told of the evil dispositions of the staff members and now we think that it is only fair to tell of the room where all these horrors conglomerate. To put it more simply, we're going to give you the witch's den: The Press Room.

At the first glance, Room 38 is difficult to describe. If you look a little closer you can see the differences. First of all, we have three desks and two conference tables. Yes, over our telephone conversation a real hang-up occurred without our notice. Secondly, we have three desks, and two conference tables. That's it, Room 38 is different from any other room in the college. Our trash can is the biggest and the most functional on campus.

We also have heaps of attractive yellow paper and a sparse but mountable and unobtrusive supply of stamps. I guess we're the only place that exchanges rights for paper stamps.

Our main attraction and the one that we're so proud of is the inimitable Miss Platt. Where else would you find people who freely use this chamber, talking about affairs of state, politics, and other matters.

But I must say that the mice have been very good with the files of our gals have beards, but they have other talents. Why, we have a staff member with two heads and one with nine toes on her left hand, and a staff member with two heads and one with nine toes on her left hand. When you pass in the hallway (faculty might know they're mixed with nesting and have made a happy marriage), they nod their heads and say, "Yes, indeed, Room 38 is different, but not subdued soph. You see, expound your own theory. Then you'll see how much fun I have, and, come to think of it, you've even probably ended up working in the O.D.B.

CARMELA SENERCIIA Freshman I want to work at the Civil Service Commission; start a new wardrobe; go away for a week.

KAY COLE Sophomore I want to work at the O.D.B. until I get to the point where I can afford to go to Illinois. Why? That's what everyone wants to know.

DOLORES CUPALDO Freshman I expect to get married and go on a tour of the country for my honeymoon.

MARIlla HOLLAND Sophomore I am going to make up for lost time.

FRANCES SPARO, DOROTHY HANTA, ROSEMARY SULLIVAN, Soroiors We're going to Vermont for a spell with our dates. It will be a great change.

DOUGLAS BRENNAN Sophomore This summer I am going to have a really nice vacation... working... working, working.

EVELYN DEMPSEY Sophomore I am going to be a counselor, or should I say, "a little mother" at camp.

JACKIE PHILLIPS Sophomore I'm going to spend this summer learning how to set down, you see. I'm not used to being sedated and settled matron. Who knows, maybe if I practice twenty times a day for the next two months the result will be noticeable.

St. Peter: "How did you get up here?"

New Arrival: "Fink."

Fairview Sana-Times.

The Reflector

Inquire Reporter

QUESTION: WHAT ARE YOU PLANNING TO DO DURING THE SUMMER VACATION?

NORMA LAKE Freshman I'm going to throw away my hobby songs, comb out my maco tails, stop giggling, and become a dignified receptionist.

SARAH STEIN Sophomore Sleep at the summer at the shore; you know, like a playgirl.

VIRGINIA PLYNN HOFFMAN Sophomore Summer vacation at the lake. That's my way of going to the movies.

Then I'm really going to enjoy myself... I'm going to visit my relatives.

URGELA DESCHIELE Freshman Well, I'll be here at college. But if I have money and a twelve week vacation, I'd hop an airplane to somewhere that it cool.

RUTH PLATT, JANET PATERNO, and JACKIE PHILLIPS Sophomore We three are doing our little bit by giving our extra points to those men who need them to be discharged.

DORRIT TE MSLEY Senior Up until the end of this term I'm attending the Inquiring Reporter Session for the fourth time.

DOROTHY LANEKA Sophomore Go to Summer School for six weeks and in the remaining time, try to get myself a husband!

NELLIE PHRYE Freshman Lounge; do nothing but lounge at West Hampton.

MABLE GILK Sophomore Nothing romantic... just plain clerical work.

PHILOMENA D'AMACCI Sophomore I would very much like to visit my "male pen pal" but I'll probably end up working in the O.D.B.

CARMELA SENERCIIA Freshman I want to work at the Civil Service Commission; start a new wardrobe; go away for a week.
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Mr. and Mrs. Peter Cummins of Newark, received his education at Our Lady of Mount Carmel Academy, Newark State Teachers College, and Newark College of Engineering. After his return from England, he became an investigator, and he volunteered to serve his country in 1941.

In August 23, Lt. Dirx as an interviewer and classifier, Capt. Cummins was transferred into camp area, and was sent to OCS in Michigan and received more training at Camp Blanding. The next stop was Dumbarton Oaks in the Counter-Intelligence School in Chicago, and in September, 1941, he left overseas.

A letter received by Mr. and Mrs. Ben Leibowitz of 60 Stratford place, announced that their son, Lt. Sydney J. Leigh (1941) had been liberated by the Americans. In his letter, he asked the question, "Will we ever see our son, war veteran of war for more than two years."

In August 28, Lt. Leigh’s parents received the news that their son was officially listed as missing in action over Unknowns Island. A navigator of a Flying Fortress, Leigh was shot down on his last of five missions from England to Germany. During his captivity, the Air Medal was awarded to him when the Red Cross and appropriated for a janitorial bonus at Christmas. The unforgettable Christmas party was planned, partly financed, and directed by the Council. Our Student Government gave us the greatest opportunity for expression when it passed a resolution to establish the suggestion box. Through the Council the standing committees made their contributions. The Students had been inculcated with the Tudor Room, acting President, and Irma Schottenheim, treasurer, made arrangements for the final occasion.

The members of Nu Lambda Kappa have terminated a year of interesting work. Their activities have been primarily with the compilation of events during the past ninety years of the society. They also cooperated with Norms by writing and correlating the Spring Pageant.

The Psychology Club has always been interested in psychological thrillers. When The Picture of Dorian Gray was playing at the Loew’s Theater in Newark, the club members were eager to see it. Even since the movie was seen on May 25, they have been discussing the psychological aspects of it.

The I. R. Club has carried a full program. Activities included both formal and informal discussions on such topics as Russia’s economic situation, Dumbarton Oaks, racial prejudice, and such topics as Russia’s economic situation.
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